
 

A Moonshot robot is earning marks for
sorting trash

December 2 2019, by Nancy Cohen

  
 

  

Robots sorting compost, recycling, and landfill waste at our offices as part of our
sorting experiment. Credit: Alphabet X

Idea hatchers at the Moonshot Factory, Alphabet X, have been busy on
an Everyday Robot project and its goal is quite simple. They are keen on
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"building a robot that can learn to operate in many different situations."

Somewhere between the headlines over superstar robots from Boston
Dynamics that do back-flips and leap across planks and the bottom layer
of cute martian robots that smile and blink is that middle layer of
everyday robots that can help people in everyday situations—at least that
middle layer has become the project focus.

The interesting feature about this project is not just figuring out how to
make the robots but rather how to make robots that can learn— in a
move away from "painstakingly coding them to do specific and
structured tasks."

So far there has been ample proof elsewhere that robots are taught to
learn, but the project team is interested in robots that are agile learners,
that, once kitted out with cameras and machine learning software, can
observe the messy, unpredictable world around them without, as The
Download newsletter, MIT Technology Review, put it, "being taught
every potential situation they may encounter."

The team's efforts in working toward everyday robots have been paying
off in confirming what they hoped would be the case—by giving robots
simple tasks and then having them practice, it is possible to teach them
to develop new and better capabilities.

"Most robots are where mainframe computers were in the '60s and '70s,"
said Hans Peter Brondmo, who carries a title of Chief Robot Whisperer,
the Everyday Robot Project, X, and that would be "expensive specialist
machines, operated by experts, performing specialized tasks in specially-
designed environments."

Consider that a robot purposed for assembly line restricted tasks has
been coded and engineered to operate in a very structured environment.
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https://www.technologyreview.com/f/614746/alphabet-xs-everyday-robot-project-google-machines-that-learn/
https://www.technologyreview.com/f/614746/alphabet-xs-everyday-robot-project-google-machines-that-learn/
https://blog.x.company/introducing-the-everyday-robot-project-27860f3461a4


 

What about the robot that meets an unexpected obstruction?

"In order for robots to be useful day to day, they need to understand and
make sense of the spaces where we live and work...This requires new
forms of machine intelligence."

  
 

  

From left to right, this image shows the robots improving their sorting ability
entirely through practice. In the far left image the robot primarily practiced in
simulation and it can do the picking and placing action, but it misses the cup. In
the middle image, after more real-world training the robot can pick up a bottle
and place it in the correct bin. In the final image on the right, after even more
real-world training the robot is able to pick up a can after maneuvering other
objects and then place it in the correct tray. Credit: Alphabet X

The project members chose to involve different kinds of teachers. They
are (1) other robots (2) humans and (3) cloud simulations. It was pointed
out that the student robots learn fast through high-fidelity simulations.

"We investigated how robots can learn from human demonstration, from
shared experience, and how we can accelerate learning by simulating
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robots in the cloud. Once we saw what was possible, we began plotting
our path out of the lab," said Brondmo.

How are they doing?

So far, the robots show they are learning. The robots have been learning
how to sort trash. Testing is going on in Alphabet locations in California.
This is a learning exercise. Just like humans, they are required to choose
which trash items go into which receptacles for landfill, recycling, or
compost. (Jay Peters in The Verge showed a GIF of a robot sorting a
recyclable can from a compost pile to a recycling pile. "This is
wild—check out how the arm actually grasps the can," he said.)

The team revealed its training approach: "Each night, tens of thousands
of virtual robots practice sorting the waste in a virtual office in our cloud
simulator; we then move the training to real robots to refine their sorting
ability. This real-world training is then integrated back into the simulated
training data and shared back with the rest of the robots so that the
experience and learning of each robot is shared with them all."

Just as the robots are learning, the project participants are getting
important messages too. The team is looking at the success of robots
figuring out how to sort trash and the team said that "they prove that it's
possible for robots to learn how to perform new tasks in the real world
just through practice, rather than having engineers 'hand code' every new
task, exception, or improvement."

The project site said that "The robots are learning how to navigate and
assist in workplace environments shared with people. They're doing
things like sorting recycling (pretty slowly for now). The initial results
are encouraging and the team continues to research, experiment, and
learn in order to get robots to a place where they can help everyone,
everyday."
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https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/21/20976710/alphabet-x-google-everyday-robot-project-robots-learn-sort-trash
https://techxplore.com/tags/robot/


 

The Download: "For now: The early prototype robots are learning how to
sort trash. It sounds mundane, but it's tough to get robots to identify
different types of objects." The newsletter had no need to apologize that
sorting seemed mundane. Neither is it mundane for everyday humans.
Old lampshade there; plastic bottles here; empty shampoo bottles, hmm,
used gift wrappings, cookie cannisters, rinsed fish tins, well, give us a
minute.

Back to the project's report card: This is the trash-sorting robots' success
by the numbers: During the last few months, wrote Brondmo, robots
have sorted thousands of pieces of trash and reduced their office's waste
contamination levels from 20 percent—what it is when people put
objects in the trays—to less than 5 percent.

  More information: blog.x.company/introducing-the …
project-27860f3461a4 

x.company/projects/everyday-robots
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